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OREGON NORMAL SCHOOL, MONMOUTH OREGON, SATURDAY, MAY 23, 1936

VOLUME XIII

NUMBER 14

Awards To Be Made
~~iting Last
'Graduat1·on
To
Norm Will Be JuniorsEdition
At Final Assembly Alumni Meet
of Lamron
Is Under /Way
Issued Soon
Be on June 3
Work on Annual Nearing
Conclusion; Castillo Is
Editor-in-Chief

•

On Monday, June 1 the Norm will
be distributed to the students of

the Oregon Normal school upon the
presentation of a sales receipt.
Work on the Norm has progressed rapidly. The last of the proof
reading was finished May 15 a.nd
the book covers have been completed since May 11. The annual
went to press on May 18, and a
total of 400 copies wlll be printed.
The engraver and the printer
gave high praise to the art work
which was carved on linoleum j

Under the editorship of Rose Tolonen, the junior class members of
the Lamron staff are issuing the
Alumni day edition of the paper.
This issue will be the last edition
to be published until next fall.
Other juniors who are serving as
department heads for this issue are
Maryalice Enos, who is acting as
associB.te editor; Janet Yates, sqciety; and Don Hunt, sports editor.
Because the Lamron was not published during the second week of
May, several of the senior members
of the staff contributed material
which is being used in the junior
issue.

Rev• Ballard To
Deliver Sermon

Dr. Roberts of California
To Deliver Address to
239 Graduates
Dr. Alexander C. Roberts, president of the San ri:ancisco state
Teachers College, will deliver th9
commencement ad d re s s, "First
Things First," at the graduation
exercises to be held in the Oregon
Normal school auditorium at 10:00
A.M., June 3. Mrs. Beatrice Walton
Sackett will represent the State
Board of Education on the program.
Musical numbers will be furnished by the O.N.S. orchestra, under
the direction of Miss Grace Maurie
Mitchell. Virgil Day of Portland will

"Interpreting Life", Will
Be SubJ. ect of Talk

blocks by Leonard Gustafson. The
staff heads are: Frank C'astillo.
editor; Lzs Chase, pictures; Errol
Hassell, junior editor; Carl Black,
administration staff; Maxine Huber.
classes; Hervey Harris, activities;
Carmen Gueffroy, organizations;
Grover Kelsay, men's athletics;
Alice Johnson, wom2n's athletici:.;
Helene Homewood, features. in collaboration with Ray Nolan and Betty Cameron, advertising manager
and assistant, respectively.
Margaret Turnbull collected and
contributed quotations for the deJ)8rtment headings.

sing.
The faculty committee in charge
of commencement arrangements is
composed of Dean Helen Anderson,
chairman, Mrs. Florence HutchinReverend J. Hudson Ballard of
Portland will deliver the commence- son, Mrs Pearl Heath, Dr. E F.
:nent sermon to the graduating Barrows, and A. C. Stanbrough.
seniors of the Oregon Normal on
There are approximately 139 stuSunday afternoon, May 31 at 3 :00 dents graduating in June, 46 in
F'.M. "Interpreting Life" will be the July, and 54 in August . The exact
subject of his sermon.
number is not yet known.
The program for the service is
as follows: Processional, "Pomp and
Circumstance," Elgar, Orchestra;
l Y'
Invocation; "Prayer of the Cru·
sades," Rhodes and "Emittee Spiritum," Schuetky, O.N.S. Choir; sermon, "Interpreting Life," Rev. Ballard; "Nature's Adoration," Beethoven, and "Lord's Prayer," Malotte, Mark Danield, baritone of
At a meeting of the associated
Portland, accompanied by Margaret student body Wednesday evening,
Notz Steinmetz; hymn, "How Firm May 13, nominations were made for
a Foundation"; recessional, "March student body officers for the 1936-37
Several changes will be made in
Militaire," Schubert, Orchestra.
school year.
the personnel of the faculty at the
Oregon Normal school for the sum- A
d w·11 B M d
Those nominated for president
war S 1
e Sa de
are: John Sellwood, Arne Jensen,
mer session.
Mrs. Florence Hutchinson, who
'Fo Worthy tu ents Skeets O'Connell, and Ray Nelson.
Candidates for the vice-presidency
will attend the University of South In 1935 the Oregon state legislaern California this summer, will be ture authorized the State Board of are: Earl Kidd and Earl Samson.
replaced for the first six weeks by Education to offer scholarships to Nominated for the office of secreMrs. Esther Church Leake, super- students who rank high in scholar- tary-treasur~r are: Saville Riley,
Yisor of music in the Medford public ship and who need financial assist- Dolly Howe, Vivian Reynolds, and
s::hools and a former member of the anoe. For the academic year 1936-37 {errine Ballagh.
.
faculty at the Southern Oregon these scholarships carry a value of
Jack Butterworth, president, apXormal school.
$54 applying toward tuition, fees, and pointed Errol Hassell, Arne Jensen,
J. F. Santee who has been on a laboratory charges totaling $79.50 and Francis H~mstreet to inves~iyear's leave of absence studying for at Oregon State college and the gate the expenditure of student body
his doctorate at the University of '1 University of Oregon, a.nd $18 apply- fees.
Washington is returning to take ing toward like charges and totalRetiring officers of the student
body are: Jack Butterworth, presiover his education classes.
ing $42 at the normal schools.
dent; Leonard Gustafson, vice-presMiss I~a Mae Smith is also reJune 15 is the last date for appliturning for the summ3r from the I cants to file for their applications. ident; and Velma Hill, secretaryTeacher's College, Columbia uni- There are a number of application treasurer.
VErsity. where she has been study- blanks already filled, but there is
ing for the past six months.
still sufficient time for anyone eli- "World Series" Being
Osen Christensen will study at gible to apply. It is expected that
Played by O.N .S. Team
the University of Oregon this sum- the selection of the nine who will
mer. Mrs Pearl Heath, contrary to be awarded the scholarships will be
In a "little world series" that is
her usual custom, will remain at made about July 1. A list of alter- being played between two teams
Monmouth for the first half of the nates will be selected at the same chosen from the baseball squad, the
summer session.
time. Last year a number of alter- standing is one to one. The Tigers
F. c. Leathers, a teacher in the nates received the scholarships be- won the first game 6 to 2 and the
public schools of Vancouver, Wash- cause the first students awarded Cards took the second 7 to 3.
ington will offer classes in penman- them were unable to attend school. Manager Younce of the Tigers does
ship. During the third week of the
not seem to place much confidence
term, beginning on June 22, James
EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
in his other pitchers-he pitched
Hartley will give private harmonica Friday, May 29-4:30 to 5:30 Biology, both games himself. Hastings lost
lessons.
Friday, May 29-7:00 to• 8:00 P .M. the first game for the Cards and
In the training school at MonElementary and Educational Psy- ~aMear took the Tigers into camp
mouth the following supervisors will
chology.
m the second.
have charge for the summer: Miss Monday, June I-Examination dur- 1 The deciding game will be pla~ed
Florence Beardsley, eighth grade;
ing class period.
at the next afternoon of practice,
Miss Pearl Eyre, seventh grade; f Tuesday, June 2-Examination dur- J and all predictions are that it will
(Contlnued on Page Five)
ing class period.
be a close game.

ASB

orr_
TTicers for

Coming Year

F acuity Leaving

During Summer

I

I
I

I
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J\Tomz·nates

Awarding of honors for the school
year will be made by President J. A.
Churchill at the last assembly of
the quarter, on May 29.
Awards to be given are the Julia
McCulloch award which goes to the
outstanding senior woman. This
a ward carried a prize of $25 and is
given by John E. Smith of Ames,
Iowa, in memory of his wife, Julia
McCulloch Smith, who was a graduate of the Oregon Normal school.
The other award to be made is
the Lamron trophy, on which is engraved the name of the student who
has done the most and the best
work for the Lamron during the
year.

Extensive Program Is
Planned; To Elect
New Officers
Alumni day on the Oregon Normal
school campus was officially opened
last evening with the presentation
of the vaudeville in the auditorium.
Since Oregon Normal is not hold-

I

ing a May day celebration this year,

an extensive program has been prepared for the alumni activities this
week end.
Opening the program for today
was an all-school breakfast which
was held on Butler field at 7 o'clock.
Following the breakfast, registration
Glendolene Vinyard Head was conducted, and the county grade
Of Group for 1936_37 school track meet was held.
Under the direction of Miss Laura
Taylor, Mrs. Hilda Grant a.nd Mrs.
Glendolene Vinyard was elected Hazel Blackerby, the members of La
president of the associat ed women Danza and the W.A.A. are present.students for the next school year at ing a spring carnival In the quadan election on May 13. Other officers r an gle t his afternoon. Following this
chosen were: Esth er Adams, vice- event, a baseball game scheduled by
presiden t; Iris Hankins, secretary- Coach Al Cox will be played on Butt r easurer ; Maryalice Enos, sergeant- 1ler ~eld against the Willamette unia t-arms. Nomination of candidates, versity squad.
was made at a meeting on May 11. 1 At 5 :30 this afternoon a buffet
The list of nominees for the offic- supper will be served in the old
es consisted of: Glendolene Vinyard, gymnasium. After the supper an
Blanche Vesley, Sybil Belsh e, pres- alumni program and business meetident ; Janet Yates, Esther Adams, ing will be held at which time the
Helen Rose, Mary Whalen , vice-pres- senior class will be officially inducted
ident; Iris Hankins, Margaret Mac- into the association. The ceremonies
lean, Ruth Fulgham, secretary- will be in charge of Burton C. Bell
treasurer; and Maryalice Enos, Lou- of Dallas, president of the alumni
ise Bolander and Helen Rumbaugh. organization. At this time officers
sergeant-at-arms.
are to be elected for the coming
Retiring officers of the organiza- year.
tion are: Carmen Gueffroy, presiTo wind up the program of the
dent; Lavon Sayrs, vice-president; day, a dance will be held at 8:30 P.
M. in the new gymnasium.
Velma Hill, secretary-treasurer.

Women Students
Choose Officers

I
I
I

Collecto Co-eds Hold
Meeting and Election
Election of officers for 1936-37 was
the main business of the Collecto
Co-ed meeting held Wednesday,
May 20 .
Glendolene Vinyard was elected
president of the organization; Enod
Phelps, vioe-president; Rose Tolonen, secretary _ treasurer; an d
Blanche Vesley, song queen.
Those nominated for the offices
•
were: Glendolene Vinyard and Enod
Phelps, president, with the second
high becoming vice-president; Betty Boauist, Gwen Lester, Rose Tolonen, -and Helen Rose, secretarytreasurer. The election of song
queen was unanimous.
Graduating officers of the clu.b
are: Claudia Alexander, president;
Eva Peterson, vice-president; and
Mildred McKnight, secretary-treasurer.

Men's Tennis Team
Defeated in Games
This year has been very disappointing for the men's tennis team
as they have been defeated in every
match they have played from the
beginning of the season to May 20.
Matches have been played with
the University of Oregon, Linfield,
(Continued on Page Six)

•
Summer Sess1on

Courses Listed
Registration day for the summer
session at the Oregon Normal school
will be on· June 8. At this time students may enroll for the special
two-week session, for the six weeks
·sess1·on or for the ent;~e quarter
'
~
which makes the seventh term as
required by the stare legislature as
being necessary for graduation if
the student enrolled after Septemb er, 1935·
Courses to be offered during the
two-week session include: the puppet Show, Crafts, Recent Developments in Primary Education, Diagnostic a.nd Remedial Teaching in
the Intermediate grades, Debatalble
Procedures in Elementary Education, Comparative Education, and
Current Trends in Children's Books.
During the seventh quarter
which may be divided into two sixweek periods, the following courses will be given: Composition, British Prose of the 19th Century, Modern Social Problems World Problems in Political Geography, Applied
Mental Hygier:¢, Principles of
Teaching, and Technique of Teaching Physical Education.

/
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Alice Johnson
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June Brown
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WELCOME, ALUMNI!
It gives me pleasure through the columns of the Lamron to extend
a most cordial welcome to all members of the Oregon Normal School
tlumni who have returned to the campus this day. We trust that you
will find the day most profitable in renewing old acquaintances and in
forming new ones.
The strength of an institution of higher learning is found to a very
great extent in its Alumni. Your return to our campus shows your interest which is appreciated most sincerely by the faculty of the Oregon
Normal School.
J. A. CHURCHILL, President.

CONFUSION IN THE HALLS
Many are the evils of contemporary society. Perhaps it is only natural that a few of these should find their way into our normal school,
but natural or unnatural, we find some situations deplorable. For instance, it is customary for a group of young ladies, their arms lovingly
encircling the waists of their friends, to spread out in a wide phalanx
and stroll nonchalantly down the halls. Father Time, himself, waits for
them, and to break through their .ranks is an impossibility.
Another common sight is a sociable gathering in front of the bulletin board to discuss weighty matters of no importance. There is literally
nothing for the would-be passer-by to do but wait, patiently, until the
conference is finished. The conference members will disperse in a leisurely fashion when the spirit, or the bell, moves them.
Occasionally some one goes to the other extreme, becomes panicstricken at the thought of being late to class, and charges madly down
the hall. In such a case, anyone who happens to be in t he hall should
withdraw into a classroom or the shelter of a doorway until the tornado
has passed. Even members of the faculty have experienced times when
it was scarcely safe to attempt a passage through the halls.
Plainly reform is needed, and needed immediately. When we consider their chosen vocations, it seems discouraging that these students
should run in undue and undignified haste, or amble unconcernedly
through the halls. A happy medium would be more conducive to the
peace of mind of all concerned.-M.A.E.

Mrs. Heath To

'Write On Art
Mrs. Pearl B. Heath, art instructor at the Oregon Normal school, is
planning a series of articles for publication in the Lamron on things ,Of
interest in the art centers of the
state. This series will aid students
in finding the museums in Corvallis
and Portland, and will give them
things to look for when they visit
there. Mrs. Heath will also evaluate
the architecture of the outstanding
buildings in the state.
Following is the first of the series:
"Only to wanderers can come
Ever new the shock of beauty."
Tu Shen-Yen.
The apt obseravtion of the Chinese
poet quoted above is not meant to
imply that one need travel in China
in order to enjoy this flash of beauty or the thrill of discovery. As one
spends pennies, so one spends dollars. He who cannot see beauty in
the world about him would not
greatly improve his range of vision
by a thousand mile trek to some distant and lesser known portion of
the globe.
Speaking of wandering in search
of beautiful objects, have you ever
h ad occasion to stroll from the art
room over to the rear of the new
gymnasium? Have you ever had
time to stop and notice the perfect
rhythm in the repetition of arches
of the flying buttresses? Have you
ever been there on a sunny day to
catch the delicate tracery of sun
and shadow, the lovely shifting patterns of light and shade? If impressions of campus life such as this go
with you in your wanderings this
flash of beauty will often reoccur
in your mind and, like the old
Chinese poet, you will say : "Suddenly an old song fills my heart with
home, my eyes with tears."

From The Professor's
Point of View

the chorus of professors who say
that cramming is futile. It "inhibits
the memory."

We've given the professors full
sway today, and here are a few of
their observations and comments on
life and things in general.
We first present a hint to the
boys from a professor in a northwestern university. He says that 1f
college men would hold their girlfriends, they should follow these
rules :
1. Leave off the cave-man tactics.
Clark Gable may be able to get
away with it, but everyone isn't a
Clark Gable.
2. Don't try to be a Don Juan
type.
3. Don't boast of your achievements.
4. Don't have the critical attitude.
Remember that common faults are
what make others human.
The Los Angeles Junior Collegian
suggests that if you follow this advice and fail, that you can console
yourself with the thought that she
wasn't your type anyway.

REV. J. HUDSON BALLARD
The Reverend Dr. Ballard, pastor
of the First Presbyterian church in
Portland was, until recently, the
head of the department of philosophy and religion at Occidental college in Los Angeles. Dr. Ballard
will delliver , the commencement
sermon at Oregon State college on
the morning of May 31.
Rev. Ballard is a member of Phi
Beta Kappa, national scholastic
fraternity; Sigma Alpha Epsilon,
social fraternity; and the American
Philosophical association. He received his A.B. degree from the University of Southern California; his A.
M. from Columbia university; Ped.
1\1:., from New York university; B.D.
from Union Theological Seminary,
New York (honor man); Ph.D. from
New York university; and his D.D.
The Los Angeles Junior Collegian
furnished this comment of Prof. from Occidental college (honorary).
Charles R eed (Nor thwestern un iBITS OF INTEREST
versity) who thinks that all of us
NOTHING LIKE THAT
young 'uns,, are get t ing
soft. "The I The erafts class seems t o b e
..
Dolly : "I wouldn't marry the best
1
daughters, he says, are pampered ·. t urnmg
·
· h t y flne 1eath out some m1g
man living."
petted.
They
don't
get
enough
er
k
ryth·
f rom b ookmar ks
and
.
wor
,
eve
ing
J ack : "Well, I wasn't askin g you
sunshme or exer cise. They can't take t
to."
·t t
.
o purses.
i he way their grandmothers did."
(Will you stand for th at, girls ?)
What a disappoint men t! T h e
STUDENT OPINION
The sentiments of Slip Madigan, women on the campus go home to
coach of st. Mary's r enown football- buy n ew spring frocks and ankle
$935 Stolen from
{ ers, are similar to those of Prof. socks,
tra la--and return to 1\1:onStudent Body R eed. 1\1:adigan, who deplores the mout h to suffer through a pr olongevils of co-education, says "The
. ed series of April showers in the
Nine hundred and thirty-five
American university campus is I month of 1\1:ay !
dollars has been stolen from the
breeding an effeminate type of I
O.N.S. student body-and what
cooky eater." (Do we hear someone
.
now
.
Practice t eachers ar e Just
are we doing about it! Nothing !
saying, "Them's m y sentiments ' gettmg
.
.
midterm grades--and do the
To make things worse, the knowl- too ")
t hird-termer s appreciate an occasedg,e of who committed the
The Lewistonian quotes Prof. Wm. ional "A!"
theft is an open book to everyone.
But, talking no longer in rid- F. Hoffman of Boston university as
t The past week was a mad scramdles, do you students who have saying, "Variety is the spice of
paid your student body fees ap- speech as well as life." He is much ble-especially where dance propreciate having 187 backsliders disturbed by attempts of American grams were concerned. The question
sponging off you? Well, that's educators to eliminate American seemed to be-"Have you traded all
your dances for the Collect o dance?"
what they're doing! These "hon- dialects.
or "May I trade a dance with you
orary members" of the student
Then there was the Harvard zool- for the school formal?"
body are sitting back with selfogist, who, according to the Lewissatisfied expressions on their
tonian, risked his life not long ago
If one hears a scream, excited
faces and allowing you to supply
to enter his burning home. He was voices, and shrieks of joy- anyone
them with assembly programs,
after a set of corrected examination can surmise that some lucky indiathletic equipment, and amusepapers!
vidual has a school.
ments.

Eavesdroppers! l!ave you ever
wondered how that term origina.ted?
According to Prof. W . H. Davis of
Stanford university, "eavesdropping"
came from an English era when
someone substituted it for "PeepingTom" because the result s of the
former might be likened to what the
raindrops saw as t_h ey fell f~om t~e
eaves. Prof. Davis, upholdmg his
idea that certain figures of speech
develop during each era of civilization, believes that the crooner's
habit of insisting that his sweetheart is his vitamin A, B, and c,
and even that she is his sugar plum
and ice cream cone, will indicate to
future generations that the present
era was highly developed in the
medical field and the art of eating.
(Thanks to the Lewistonian.)

I
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POOR SPORTSMANSHIP NOTED
No one enjoys being called "a poor sport" and the best way to avoia
such a reputation is not to be, 13,S Grantland Rice says, "a rotten loser."
Evidences of poor sportsmanship have been noticed on the campus
during the past few weeks, not in athletics, but in other lines of activity. We cannot always advance in our pursuits without some disappointments, and we must learn to accept them if they come and not to sulk
over them as a child would. No one will feel sorry for the fellow who,
because he wasn't granted something on which he had set his heart, goes
a.bout scowling, sulking, and being rude to those who secured that which
lie thought was positively his. Instead, he will be dubbed a "poor sport."
A disappointment takes the wind out of our sails temporarily, but it
makes us strive harder for the ends we desire to attain. No good is
gained by displaying poor sportsmanship. It is far better to accept def eat graciously and make another attempt to succeed than it is to be
a "rotten loser" and establish a reputation as such.

VOTE AT ELECTION
In a few days we shall be electing student body officers for the coming school year. Every member of the student body should take advantage of the privilege to vote, and should cast his ballot for the
candidate who will serve most capably. Then, after the voting is over
and the ballots counted, it is the duty of the students to cooperate with
the new officers to make their term in office successful. The officers are
agents of the members of the student body, and unless supported
wholeheartedly, they cannot serve to the best of their ability. When
you have made your preferences, stand behind them!

TEACHERS' RESPONSIBILITY
Teachers everywhere occupy strategic positions in the comprehensive field of health education. They can throw the weight of their opinion into the balance and see immediate good come from the changed
point of view In the homes of the children under their care. Except
for the parents themselves, no group has a larger reliponsibility than
they in promoting the physical, mental and moral welfare of the children.--May Instructor.

I

t-

.

You ask, "Are these students
who have failed to meet their obligations financially unable to
pay?" The answer is that "In
most of the cases, no!" Those
who are not able to expend the
amount of the student fee, we do
not condemn, but those who are
in no way financially cramped,
who simply refuse to contribute
toward the maintainance of activities on the campus, we do
condemn!
To be anti-social is a contemptible thing, but perhaps there
must always be a certain number
of those who do not deem it so.
But let us try to make that group
contain as few members as possible.
Support our school!

t
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Columbia's Prof. Colin G. Frink
believes universities should have
It seems that the O.N.S. girls rate
fewer "blackboard scientists", and serenades only once from men of
more practical laboratory workers.
other campi. Normal men haven't
heard that it's done at the best of
A professor isn't quoted this time, colleges.
here's a highly illuminating
1 but
t - t - t
thought from Ohio Northern univerFrom all appearances the little
sity. "Scientists claim that the av- Yew tree is dying. Can't someone do
erage size of women's feet has in- something about it?
creased considerably within the last
10 years, presumably in an attempt
Question-Just where were the
to fill men':t shoes."
following on the dates of 1\1:ay 2

I
I
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Dr. James Rowland Angell of Yale and 3: Frances Waffle, Les Chase,

Ed Dunckel?
says, "Privp.tely endowed universities and preparatory schools might
Nancy Meredith has a good sales
be wiped out by "tax the rich" legistalk.
She should be able to sell herlation.
self to any school board if there is
"It must be true" thinks the any correlation with that and selling
Beacon. Prof. T. A. Longlie of Wes- graduation announcements to the
leyan university adds his voice to seniors.

t-t-t
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Honorary Holds
National Meet

Presented in

Piano Recital

!Sally Sez

THRE.I

·so

Kids, you can't beat fun. Not in
the spring of the year, anyway, with
all these picnics coming up. If you
want to be right in the spirit of
things, run right over to t h e
FRENCH MILLINERY AND ART
SHOP and buy yourself some slacks.
They have them in smart tweed
effects and plain for 95 cents and
$1.95.

Phi Beta Signa, national honorary
fraternity, held its first national
convention on the Oregon Normal
On May 20 at 7:15 o'clock in the
school campus on May 1 and 2 with Normal school auditorium Margaret
CALENDAR
delegates present from the normals Lee Maaske presented a group of
OF COMING EVENTS
located
at Ashland, La.Grande, and Oregon Normal school students in a
Saturday, May 23-Alumni day, Lewiston, Idaho.
spring carnival, baseball O.N.S. vs.
piano recital. The complete program
Each year the Crlmson "O" PlayWillamette, buffet supper at 5:30, Fr~d~~ :~r:i:h!::e::in:oif ~:~ for the evening was as follows:
ers celebrate during the month of
dance in new gymnasium.
come followed by a pot-luck supper. a. Solfeggietto .................... E. S. Bach
Commencement day! Of course
Sunday, May 24-Crimson 'O' picnic
b. Agitation
..
Wright
May with a club picnic. This year
The formal initiation of new memMARCI.A
.....Y
...O
....C...UM
........
you are looking for something new
Monday, May 25-0rchestra, 6:30;
they have chosen Hazelgreen, a park
bers was held in the music room at Harlequin ...................................... Perry and exciting to wear. I found some
chorus, 4:00; student body election
things at the VOGUE that you
near Silverton for their destination
Jessica Todd hall. Later in 1'he evJIMMY PHILLIPS
·
Tuesday, May 26-Staff and Key ening a dance, sponsored by Phi Chinese Quarrel .................. Niemann smart senior girls are going to adore
next Sunday, May 24 as a culminmeeting, Room 10.
-little silk suits and dresses, printation of the Alumni day activities
Beta Sigma, was held in the gym.
JEAN BATES
Thursday, May 28-W.A.A. picnic,
for Crimson "O" members.
On Saturday business meetings Elfe's story ........................ Armst rong ed and plain. They are the newest
Helmick park
ELAINE LEHMAN
things out, and super values. They're
Don Hunt is in charge of the piewere held from 9:30 to 12:00 after
nlc arrangements with warren El- Sunday, May 3l - Comm,e ncement which Miss Clara A. Trotter, Dr. A. Hungary .................................. Koelling on sale for only $3.98, $5 and $7.95.
liott and Dorothy Friesen assisting.
sermon, auditorium
S. Jensen and Miss Emma Henkle ·
JEAN ELLEN IRVINE
Monday, June 1 - Examinations;
Du Biste die Ruh .... Schubert-Liszt
I knew you would be wanting some
Frank Pratt and Eva Peterson are
were hosts to members and guests
MILDRED M KNI
Norm issued
c
GHT
in charge of the initiation for the
of the fraternity at a luncheon at a Symphony 1·n B Mm·or Sch bert ideas for graduation gifts, and so I
Tuesday, June 2-Examinations
·
..
u
new members. Refreshments will be
the Monmouth hotel. After lunch b. Caprlce Viennois .............. Kreisler want to tell you about some things
they have at the FRENCH Mlli~
3
planned by Marion Schrieber, chair- Wednesday, June
- Commence- the business meetings ,:ontinued c. Prelude in C Sharp
man and Dorothy Holben.
ment,, auditorium, lO:OO A.M.
until 5:00 P.M. The main feature or
Minor .................. Rachmaninoff LINERY & ART SHOP. They have
Monday, June 8-Registration for
WARREN ELLIOTT
cute little linen hankies, white pursAnother picnic being planned for
the day was the speaker, Miss Clara
es, snappy compacts, and the best
next week is the W .A.A. gathering _s_umm
_ _e_r_q_u_a_r_te_r_._______ Augusta Trotter, who spoke on the a. Rondo - Alla Turca from
which is to be Thursday evening,
subject "For Better Civilization"
Sonata in A Major .......... Mozart looking crepe hose. That's only a
May 28 at Helmick park.
The main business enacted d uring' b. Island
Ireland few of the things. You'll want to see
the rest for yourself.
Committees for this picnic include
the day was the drawing up of a a. Rom;tnce in F Sharp
Major .......................... Schumann
Eleanor Tilden, transportation; Glen
'I\
national constitution for the fraterVinyard, refreshments; Miss Avison,
"
1 VI "
jnity and the election of the following b. Waltz in A Major ........-... Levitski
Mary Whaley, and Eloise Ebbert,
national officers: Willard Berg, Mon- c. Humoresque ............ Rachmaninoff
NORMAN REYNOLDS
entertainment.
mouth, president; William Smith, La
a. Feux Follets (Jack o'
The evening will be spent in playGrande, vice-president; Edna Feghe,
Lanterns) ........................ Phillipe
ing games and swimming.
Ashland, secretary; Glennette Fous- b. Elfe (The Elfe) ................ Phillipe
Miss Emma Henkle and Miss Anne te, Lewiston, Idaho, treasurer; and
HELEN WETHERELL
O'Neill were hostesses at a tea giv- Don Norlin, Ashland, historian.
Concerto in G Minor .. Mendelssohn
The conference was terminated by
en in the reception room of the
BERT MILLS
Winegar apartments, Tuesday af- a banquet at Jessica Todd hall on (Mrs. Maaske at the second piano.)
ternoon, May 12 in honor of Mrs. Saturday evening. The national conBolt and Mrs McBee, critic teachers, vention next year will be held at
1936
who are leaving soon to take post- Ashland.
graduate work.
CHEVROLET
The faculty was entertained at
A color scheme of pink and !av- Ceremonial Planned
dinner by Jessica Todd hall girls endar was carried out in the flowBy Campfire Class
Halladay's Garage
In this grand weather we all feel
Wednesday evening, April 29.
ers placed about the rooms.
the urge to spring out in something
During
the
evening
of
May
27
the
A May pole effect was achieved in
Presiding at the tea table were
new and different. And CRIDER'S
table decorations by attaching paste! Miss Clara Trotter, Mrs. E. F. Bar- Campfire leadership class will hold
have just what you have been lookMEALS
a
ceremonial
in
the
O.N.S.
grove.
crepe paper streamers to a tall white I rows, and Mrs Krieg. Assisting about
ing for-some little printed silk
candle in the center of each table. the rooms were the Misses Janet Fifty certificates entitling the redresses that are themselves the very
and
Short
Orders,
cipients
to
become
campfire
guardThe streamers extended to a cup of / Waldron, June Braley, ;Helen wethessence of spring. I put one on and
ians will be awarded.
nuts and mints at each table. Maycel · eral, Lois Short, and Eldora Voss.
Home Made Pies,
it made me feel just like going into
Although
some
of
the
students
Campbell was responsible for the I
and dance. And the joy of
who will receive certificates have
Coffee of an Unusual ait song
decorations.
Three Formal Dances
is that the prices have been cut
had no previous camp experience,
Quality!
After dinner coffee was served in
Are Held During May the leadership course, which is unfrom one-third to one-half off,
the music room where Helen Wethwhich makes them $2.98, $3.98 and
Outstanding among the social der the direction of Mrs. W. A. Barerell had charge of the entertainJUNCTION CAFE
$4.98.
events
which
were
scheduled
to
be
num,
provides
training
in
the
activiment. Miss Taylor announced that
the winning tables in the song con- held in May were the formal dances ties such as would be carried on in Open 6 :30 am to 9 :30 pm
Have you seen the new white
test, two groups winning first pla{)e given by the Collecto Co-eds, the a camp. Planning a three-month'5
coats at the VOGUE? They have
and two others second place. The Associated Student Body, and the program is the outstanding work of
them in a big variety of styles and
1 the class. Other activities are beadfour groups then sang their original women of Jessica Todd hall.
fabrics, and they have that new
The Collecto Co-eds sponsored a work and stencilling.
We Feature
songs: first place winners were those
swanky flair to them. And perky
Two members of the spring quarat Isabel Hannon's table and Car- formal which was held in the gymlittle white hats! can't you just see
Short
Orders
men Gueffroy's table; second place nasium on Friday, May 8. Red and ter class, Helen Pearson and Mary
yourself all togged out for baccaand
winners were those at Claudine white streamers were used to carry Starnes, have attained the rank of
laureate?
Fountain Service!
Klum's table and Evelyn Scott's out a theme built around trains. The Torchbearer which is the highest
Tennis seems to be the thing now,
table. A cake was awarded the group spring term neophytes, under the , rank that can be earned in campfire.
chairmanship of Glendolene VinOfficers of the campfire organizaCOLLEGE INN and girls, I know for a fact that you
at dinner Wednesday, May 6.
can't hit the ball in the best of form
Anna Louise Larson was respons- yard, were in charge of decorations. tion this quarter are: Helen PearMrs. Taylor & Mrs. Wi•hers
The first dance to be held in the son, president; Mary Starnes, viceif you have to trip over your skirts.
ible for invitations and the recep"WE APPRECIATE YOUR
Why not invest in some good looking
tion committee was Eloise Smith, new gymnasium was the school for- president; Lorabel Mitchell, secre- J
PATRONAGE!"
tailored shorts? They have a comchairman; Gwen Lester, Betty Bo- ma! which was given on Saturday, tary;. Beatrice Behrman, treasurer;
plete line of both shorts and slacks
quist, Helen Wetherell, Maxine Shet- May 9. Baskets of spring flowers Anna Lou Larsen, scribe.
terly, Esther Anderson and Billie and red and blue streamers were· : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , at CRIDER'S in brown, blue and
used in decorations. A loud speakwhite for 98 cents.
Beaton.
er system was used by the vocalists
One of the Points of
who participated in the intermission
Lavon: "I never could see why
Being
a Good Teacher
Organizations Gather
numbers or sang with the orchestra.
they always call a boat a 'she'."
is Looking Well For Annual Picnics On Friday evening, May 15, the
Jack: "Then I guess you never
women at Jessica Todd hall held
tried to steer one!"
Several of the clubs on the campus their spring formal. Japanese lanVisit
have held picnics recently. Sunday, terns and spring flowers were used '
May 12 the Collecto Co-eds motor- in the decorative scheme. June Bra-I Ebbert's Barber Shop
ed to Helmick park for their annual ley was general chairman of the
"Service of the Best"
picnic given members of the group dance and Clarice Brandt, Billie
by Coach and Mrs Al Cox. The af- Beaton, Jerrine Ballagh and Maxternoon and evening were spent in ine Shetterly were committee heads. I
This Seal Stands for
swimming, playing baseball, and
singing. Guests at the picnic were
BETTER GOODS
Mr. and Mrs. John Black, Mr. and
at
Mrs. D. R. Dewey, and sop Delmer.
CHAS. M. ATWATER
Dry Cleaning And
LOWER PRICES!
Members of Staff and Key hiked
SHOE SHOP
Laundry
to Cupid'1 Knoll Tuesday, May 12,
I
Finest
Quality
Work
and
SHOE OIL AND GREASE
where they had a weiner roast. The
Service at Popular Prices I
afternoon was spent in playing base-1
Complete Line Shoe Polish, Laces
I
ball and other games. Guests inPhone 6-3-0-3
We Repair Shoes by the Goodyear
vited to the picnic Included Miss J
MODERN
CLEANERS
Welt Repairing System!
"Smiling, Courteous Service!"
Monmouth Bakery
Hilda Swenson, Mrs. Grant, Mrs.

Groups Plan for

Picnics Next Week

Miss Henk le
M;ss O' 'e,i/l
Sponsor Tea

~r~iLLE...R:rr.EY..

0

I

I

Dorm Scene of
Faculty Dinner

I

I

:---------------J

FRESH

BREAD

Blackerby, , Miss Dyer, and Barbara
Nelson. Vivian Reynolds was genera! cnainnan.

I

Emil Schrader, Prop.

Twin Service

I
I

Barney's
Grocery

AND DYERS

(Next Door to Theater)
MONMOUTH.OREGON

Phone 9-9

SHINES! 10c
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Miss Arbuthnot Tells of Visit
Pulitzer Awards
(L~co Hunt, Englishman, Typifies
In 'Land of the Midnig~t Sun'
Given to Writers
True Native of Great Britain
By Carl Black

stalwart, strong, honest and devoted
to education and worthwhile things.
During the short summer they work
h~rd and fast in order to make a llving for the winter. outside of their
fishing activities, they are howeloving and a peaceful people who
do not enter into world confi1ct;,
that they can avoid.

Oregonian Wins Prize for
Year's Best Novel

By Charles Howard
"An empire on which the sun never sets," is an often repeated description of the far-flung British
Empire. The English people, by
their very natures, nave made this
statement true. In analyzing the
Britain one finds his most dominant
trait to be his love of the outdoors.
This is why they have made famous
certain styles in dress, like brogues
and tweeds. This also is why England has been able to extend herself
around the world. lier people have
adaptability; they are at home in
Singapore or in Dawson, in Hobart
or in Georgetown. The English take
to their many possessions their traditions. . Thoug~ they ma~ live in
surroundmgs ahen to their homeland, they still like their tea and
crumpets, their hearty roast beef,
their tobacco, and good ale.

When I saw Laco walking briskly
on deck, I readily recognized him
as an Englishman. It wasn't because he was dressed in tweeds, nor
because he had a robust pipe clamped between his teeth. He had an air
more diffi.c1ilt to define. He had a
cleanness, as if he had just scrubbed from behind his ears to the tips
of his toes; he was too young and
too tanned to look beefy.
One day I stood with him on the
prow of the ship. I was entranced
by some little, brown, acrobatic seabirds around the ship. He told me
that the French-Canadians call
them "les petits hommes," a charmingly descriptive name for them. As
the ship dipped up and down on the
surges of the ocean, he told me of
his life. He-L. A. c. o. Hunt, nicknamed Laco-was a fur-buyer in
northern Canada ror the Hudson
Bay company. He was on his way to
his English relations for a vacation.
His childish anticipation of this
trip was delightful to behold. He had
not seen an apple tree for seven
years, and here he was thinking of
the apple tree in the yard of his
home in England.
On the last day of my trip the
ship was approaching the Golden
Gate. That evening out of the heavy
fog came a beautiful white yacht
in full sail. It rode the waves with
a lightness achieved only by the
most graceful dancers. It brought
us the pilot, who would take the
ship to its berth in San Francisco.
That night at dinner Laco's joy
was immense, for the first leg of his
long journey was over. He ordered
champaigne for everyone in the dining room.
The next morning I said goodbye to a typical Englishman, L. A.
C. 0. Hunt.

June is the ideal month to take a
trip to the north cape of Norway,
according to Miss Katharine ArThe 1936 Pulitzer prize for the
buthnot, normal school geography
most distinguished novel was awardprofessor. She visited this place and
ed to "Honey in the Horn" by Harold
other places in Norway, Sweden and
L. Davis, a graduate of the UniverIceland on a vacation cruise two
sity of Oregon.
years ago.
Robert E. Sherwood's "Idiot's DeLeaving New York, the steamship
light" was awarded tne prize for the
sailed northeast and arrived within
best drama by an American author,
a few days at Reykjavik, the capital
presented during the current season.
of Iceland. This is a very modem
Other Pulitzer awards were: Hiscity with paved streets and many
tory, "The Constitutional History of
present day luxuries. Fishing is the
the United States" by A. C. Mcchief industry of the people there.
The Olympic Games of 1936 will Laughlin; biography, "The Thought
Piles of codfish, looking like stacks be held in Berlin, Germany August and Character of William J?-mes" by
of hay, were seen drying in open 1 to 16 _ These games received their R. B. Perry; verse, "Strange Holimeadows. The island has a scarcity name from the plain of Olympia, ness" by R. P. Tristram Coffin. Each
of fuel, but there are many hot where the athletic contests were first of these awards carried with it a
springs in the mountains. Hot water held by the ancient Greeks for the cash prize of $1000.
is piped into the city from these and purpose of developing strength, courPrizes in journalism included: For
is used even to heat buildings. A age and great endurance. The win- the most distinguished and meritorfamous sculptor lives in Raykjavik, ners of the games or sports testing ious public service, a gold medal
and one of the city's two museums strength and courage were awarded valued at $500 to the Cedar Rapids,
is given over entirely to his works. a crown of wild olive and a palm (Iowa) Gazette for "its crusade
Hammerfest, Norway, the most branch. Dating from 776 B.C., the against co~ruption and misgovernnortherly city of Europe, was the Olympian festival was held every ment in the state of Iowa. For disnext stop. This also is a fishing cen- fourth year, in the first month after tinguished services as a foreign corter and many whaling ships are sent the summer solstice. The ancient respondent, a cash prize of $500 was
The 14th annual Polk county
out from there. The nearby vicinity Greeks reckoned time by the Olym- awarded posthumously to Will Bar- music festival was held in the Oreis known for its polar bears. The plan, or periods of four years from ber of the Chicago Tribune for his gon Normal school auditorium, Friparty then went to North Cape. They one festival to another.
reports of the war in Ethiopia. For day, May 8. About 800 children fr~m
climbed a narrow path guarded by a
The Olympic games of today, con- a distinguished example of report- 14 elementary schools participated
rope banister up an almost perpen- sisting of international athletic er's work, $1000 in cash was awarded in the program, after only one joint
dicular, 1000-foot cliff. From this games, are a modified revival of the to Lauren D. Lyman of the New practice on Friday morning.
point the "midnight sun" can be ancient festivals, and are held once York Times for his exclusive story
Miss Clara Augusta Trotter gave
seen, the sun not setting for several every four years. The first of these, revealing that the Lindbergh family
the address of welcome and Josiah
days.
held at Athens in 1896, was highly was leaving the United States to live Wills, Polk county superintendent of
From here, the party went south, successful. The second ,a t Paris in in England.
schools, gave the greeting.
going through many of the more 1900, and the third at St. Louis, Mo.,
Selections were presented by the
The Pulitzer prizes in journalism
important fiords. Launches took I in l904, were perhaps less outstand- and in letters were established by primary chorus, the rhythm band,
them up some of the fiords where ing, but the international games the late Joseph Pulitzer in a bequest and the upper grade chorus, all unfarmers came out on the banks and were recognized throughout civiliza- to Oalumbia university, New York. der the direction of Mrs. Florence
waved a welcome to the tourists. The tion as a firmly established lnstitu- They are awarded annually by the Hutchinson; the harmonica band, diship's band accompanied the group tion. Since then, they have been trustees of the university on recom- rected by Laura Hall; the intermeand played selections for the bene- held every four year, with the ex- mendation of the advisory board of diate chorus and the orchestra, diflt of both those in the launches and ception of the "special" games which the school of journalism, which was
rected by Miss Grace Mitchell. A
the farmers. The party went ashore took place in Athens two years after also founded and endowed by Mr. band from the Monmouth and IndeALUMNI NOTES
and many of them took a ride in the st. Louis games in 1904.
Pulitzer.
pendence training schools, under the - - - - - - - - - - - - - - some of the two-wheeled, horseGermany is doing a great deal this
It is of interest to Oregonians that direction of T. F. Ellefson, partici- ! Harold Benjamin, a graduate of
drawn carts. Before returning to the year to prepare for the coming the 1934 Pulitzer prize for the most pa ed this year for the first time.
I' 1916, is professional lecturer at the
ship, they were taken to a hotel and Olympic games in the way of con- distinguished and meritorious service
University of Minnesota. After gradwere served tea, cake, strawberries struction, and is attempting to give rendered by an American newspaper M .
ettes Presented
uating from Oregon Normal school
and cream.
the games the deeper meaning char- during the year was awarded the
ar1on
I he taught for a while at Umatilla.
Perhaps the rainiest city in Nor- acteristic of the ancient Grecian Medford Mail-Tribune for its camIn Assembly By Scott From 1922 to 1924 he was assistant
way is Bergen. This is an import- festivals.
professor at the University of Orepaign against unscrupulous politicant fishing center. It has much
Walter G. Scott of Piedmont, Cal., gon and in 1924 he became assistant
In order to acquaint the people of ians in Jackson county. The editor
ancient architecture, including old Germany with the history and pur- of this paper, Robert W. Ruhl, is a delighted the assembly Friday mom- professor at the Michigan State Nor farm houses and churches. There is pose of the Olympic games, and to member of the state board of higher ing, May 18, with his "Merry Mar- mal school. From 1927 to 1931 he
ionettes." This was one of the most served as director of practice teacha large outdoor museum in this city. awaken interest and enthusiam, a education.
Oslo, the capital, is a very modern, traveling exhibition has been arThe book "Honey in the Horn" al- outstanding and entertaining as- ing at Stanford university. He is a
clean and beautiful city. King Haak- ranged, known as the Olympic car- so won the Harper prize. The story semblies presented during the term. member of Phi Beta Kappa and Phi
The "Merry Marionettes" staged Delta Kappa. He received his bachon and Queen Maud are very demo- avan. It consist!; of four heavY presents Oregon in the homesteadcratic rulel'S, Miss Arbuthnot states. trucks, each with two trailers. When ing period at the beginning of the a play concerning a Chinese prince elor and master degrees from the
Sweden was next visited. Stock- the caravan arrives at a town, it century. As central ctta.raJcters it who had a son who was an idiot. University of Oregon and his Ph.D.
holm was reached from Gothenburg forms a rectangle within which a has the boy, Clay Calvert, and the The prince wished his son to marry from Stanford.
in western Sweden by the Gota tent, accommodating 200 visitors, is girl, Luce, whose path crosses his in the princess but she loved another.
Miss Edna Starrett was graduated
canal. This was a two-days' trip, erected. Included in the exhibition his casual wandering and with whom Other numbers presented were a
pianist,
Pop
Eye,
the
Irish
Washerfrom
Oregon Normal school in 1931.
well worth the time and money, are placarde, photographs and texts he strikes up a partnership; but the
through a series of rivers, lakes and which tell the story of the develop- real interest of the book lies in the woman, Goldilocks and the Three She was the first girl to receive the
locks. Stockholm is called the ment of the games in modern times. many types of characters, in the Bears, a dancer, a large dancing I Julia McCulloch award, given to the
most outstanding girl at graduation.
"Venice of the north" because it ls Finally, an elaborate sound film wide range of country, and in the rabbit, and four little rabbits.
She is now attending the University
built on a group of islands. One of machine helps to round out the ex- picture of a restless, crude and lusty
of Oregon as well as teaching in
its attractions ls a fine outdoor hibition and to entertain visitors.
civilization.
Master's Degrees Are
the intermediate department of the
museum.
The caravan will be able to make
Granted to Faculty Eugene grade schools. Miss Starrett
Miss Arbuthnot lists the charac- visits of two or three days in nearis president of the Intermediate
teristics of these northern people as ly 100 towns, and when the Olympic
New Nurse Arrives
On June 1 at the commencement Council of Lane county._
bell announces the opening of the
Miss Jean Downing has been ap- exercises to be held at the Univergames this fall, the citizens of Ger- pointed nurse at the Oregon Normal sity of Oregon campus, two memMiss Kate Houx was graduated
EXTENSION CORDS & SOCKETS many will be well acquainted with school infirmary for the remainder bers of the Oregon Normal school from Oregon Normal school in 1916
the Olympic aim and ideal.
of the year. Miss Downing replaces faculty, Mrs. W. A. Barnum and and is at present associate profesSTUDY LAMPS - IRONS
Miss Mabel Webster who has ac- Miss Florence Beardsley will be sor of education and director of the
Senior Students Meet
cepted a civil servide appointment awarded a master's degree in educa-, teacher training at the Eastern OreTo Discuss Graduation at a veteran's hospital at Fort Bay- tion. Mrs. Barnum, wh~ is supervisor gon Normal at LaGrande. Miss Houx
Whiteaker's Electric Shop
Thursday, April 30 the senior class! ard in New Mexico.
of upper grade education, wrote her h~s her master~ degree from Columof the Oregon Normal school held a
thesis on "The New Adaptable Cur- b1a umnrs1ty m New York. At one
meeting for the purpose of discussriculum." Miss Beardsley, who is ~ime she. was a supervisor in the
ing problems concerning graduation.
Graham & Calbreath principal of the Monmouth training mtermediate department of one of
Nelson Brothers
A vote was taken to settle the arguschool and the supervisor of teach- the Oregon Normal training schools.
Service Station
I ment as to the wearing of caps and
, ing, :1ho~e her paper on "Remedial Later she was an instructor at the
1
gowns, or dresses and suits. As black
FORD Agency and
Readmg. The degrees were granted Michigan State teachers college.
WE FEATURE
General
Repair
Shop
on May 9·
Burton C. Bell, who is at present
gowns signify the earning of a deUNION OIL Products gree, and grey gowns usually indithe1principaJ of the Dallas gramma-r
Try our Cleaning Fluid
c;ate high school graduation the GAS, OILS, ACCESSORIES _
THE REX
school, was graduated from Oregon
class voted for suits and dresses.
EVERYTHING FOR THE CAR!
CONFECTIONERY
Normal school in 1923. While attendCommencement exercises will be
ing normal school Mr. Bell was presM.M.NELSON
held Wednesday, June 3, and the
(Around the Bank Comer on the
"We Make Our Own ident of the student body. He is
UNION OIL DISTRIBUTOR
commencement sermon will be on
Corvallis Hi-way)
Ice Cream!"
now president of the Oregon Normal
Sunday, May 31, at 3 :00 P.M.
Alumni association.

Olympic Games

Origin Is Told

Music Festival
Held on Campus

I

l

I

I

I
I

I
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I
I
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double room used for creative and 'I
esthetic dancing.
The halls are well-lighted and all
lights except those in the offices\
are controlled from a large switch
box near the east entrance. A gray
More Improvements Are uno1eum ot excenent quality covers
the floors of all the corridors and
Planned on Campus
offices. The entire building is steam
heated.
Entrance may be gained at both
To the many who have been unnorth
and south ends by double
able to take a thorough tour of the
which
lead up a short flight
doors
new gymnasium, the Lamron reporter hopes this travelogue will give at of stairs and directly into the basleast a vague idea of the edifice of ketball court.
President J. A. Churchill is atwhich all Normalites are proud.
tempting
to secure the sanction of
Aproaching the main entrance on
the east, the visitor admires the the State Board of Higher Educabrick structure beautified with much tion for additional improvements
stonework in front. Five hundred on the campus. This plan would
yards of earth have been hauled in convert West House into a men's
to build up a lawn on this side. The dormitory. The men would room
entrance to the building is through there and take their meals in an
two sets of double doors and extra dining room of the women's
straight ahead through another set dormitory. East House would be
of double doors is the large regula- remodeled to serve as the school's
tion size basketball court. This is infirmary. ~iss Taylor's office in,the
a very large court equipped in a main building would be used for a
reception room for the health
thoroughly modern way. On the
ffi
PW
. t
east side are nine long rows of per- nurse's O ce. A
· .A. proJec
manent bleachers. Nine more long would enlarge the basement under
rows of removable bleachers are on I the Dorm. New linoleum and a
the west side. The room is ade- large gas range would be put in the
quately ventilated both by windows ltitchen at the Dorm.

CRIMSON KITTEN

Tours New Gym

Here I am again. Are you listening?
What with those warm rainy rays,
and spring fever I've been handicapped, but from my furtive prowlings
I have managed to whip up a few
minor occurrences of interest.

I Am I mistaken, or did I hear the
Iwedding bells the other week?
Is Bill Guthridge twming out for
track or tennis? I've seen him practicing both recently during the evenings. All I wonder is "Connie"
take it.
J

I

Some of the men who are having
trouble getting dates mixed might
try Kidd's ide~very fifth night.
Some organization to that, lad's romancing.
This may be the season for Cupid's
work but lately some destructive
force' has split asunder more than
one romance of long standing. Something should be done about-has
any one a suggestion?
.

Of all the meaningless remarks
"We just sat in the car and talked"
I takes the catnip mouse for this week.

I

I

J
Did I s::e Carolyn Anderson take
and by built-in ventilators. The tall
TRAINING SCHOOL
1 a tumble last Tuesday morning! Oh,
arched ceiling supports many enITEMS
my!
closed lamps that light the court.
I saw you at the spring formal
Two practice hoops, that may be
The . children of the Monmouth
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - from my perch on the window sill
folded. up, are seen over the bleach-' training school had their play day
themselves, but are committed to tha , of the new gym.
ers on the west side. T~e courts may Thursday afternoon, May 21. Six
I idea1 democracy-a democracy not
-be entered from five directions-the M
d . f
t f
ay po1es were woun m ron o
' content with literaracy alone, but a
Recent Sayings of the Faculty:
main entrance on the east, one each th
.
·th th
e
e new gymnasium wi
e grov
"If you aren't in class today, say
democracy which, first appraises the
in the middle of the north and the
b k
d As th d
't
as a ac groun .
e ay wasn a
spiritual and then offers opportunity so," Christy.
south ends, and one at each end of
formal occasion, no special costumes
to all for its development."
"Those pottery students are reguthe west side.
were worn. Friday afternoon interThe main speaker at the Phi Beta
lar mud-daubers," Mrs Heath.
Leaving the court by the northSUMMER FACULTY CHANGES
west exit, one descends three short class games were played on the Ore- Sigma national convention, held at
Snatches:
the Oregon Normal school on Satur(Continued From Page One;
flights of stairs into the basement. gon Normal school ball ground.
one balmy day Raikko went to
On the right are two fine handMonday, May 11, 116 children were day, May 2 was Miss Clara Augusta Miss Neva Dallas, fourth, fifth and sleep in the library-and he has a
ball courts. These are said to be I immunized against smallpox and dip- Trotter. Her speech was entitled, sixth grades; Miss Martha Taylor, strong healthy snoring apparatus!
among the best on the Pacific coast \ theria. It is estimated that three- "For Better Civilization." Following second and third grades; Miss LuKenneth Stuart was in his glory
and groups can be found playing fourths of the training school stu- is a summary of the main points of cille Wall, first grade.
during the Phi Beta Sigma convenin one or both most of the time. To, dents are now safe from these dis- the talk:
At Independence the following tion, but Maxine did feel a little bit
the left at the foot of the stairs are I eases. On the same day a pre-school
"Civilization is usually interpreted will supervise: Miss Fletcher, eighth neglected.
the men's quarters. There are sev- clinic was conducted in the school as man's conquest of nature. It is grade; Miss Dora Hendy, seventh
Mildred McKnight is quite THE
era1 showers, a wash room, dressing by Miss Margaret Gillis, county conceived of in terms of high power grade; Miss Duguia, fifth and sixth
rooms, and two rooms for storing health nurse, Dr. F. R. Bowersox, Dr. I machines, in terms of bridges and grades; Miss Mary Donaldson, who giri around town these days.
athletic equipment.
B. F. Butler and Miss Dyer, O.N.S. dr·ms, of electrical appliances, and has been on leave attending the
We wish Mr. Stanbrough and LewThe southwest exit leads to the health nurse. Forty-one children fast moving trains and aircraft. we University of California at Los is Douglas would quit their feuding
women's quarters which are similar- were examined and 37 of these were are likely to ignore the fact that, Angeles, fourth grade; Mrs Elsie in arithmetic class.
ly equipped. There are outside exits immunized.
while civilization is producing these Bolt, second and third grades; and
Nedra Young would like to see her
on the basement level to both dressmaterial things, it is also producing Miss Norton, first grade.
May 13 and 14 the halls of the
name in this column.
ing rooms.
Monmouth training school were dee- Man. The great danger is that, unSeveral offices are located on the
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body
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by
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with,
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in
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this
:~:enal
occupied by Coach Al Cox, by D. R.
ster, nurse, received a government
i eous I Ruth Fulgham- puns.
Dewey, and by 0. C. Christensen. for the new student body officers. I the latter will become a
Claudia Alexander-ability.
appointment and has departed to
on
Wednesday
each
candidate
went
Frankenstein
bringing
destruction
to
In the northeast corner is a classClaudine Klum-piano.
assume her new duties.
to
each
room
and,
after
introducing
its
creator.
room where Mr. Cox holds his physGlen Vinyard- athletics.
himself, gave a speech telling why
"Only the spiritual qualities of
ical eduaction classes. Just west of
Marie Simmons-dancing.
Used Set of
this room is one that is equipped he should be elected to office. The men and women apart from their
Biz Chisholm-fun.
fields of action can be assessed. They
returns
of
the
election
were:
Edna
"The
Classroom
Teacher"
for tumbling, fencing, sparring, etc.
Tom Summerville-art.
alone can be admired. Material
with index volume. Cost $60, will sell
Turning to the left at the east Bowman, president ; Delmer Dewey,
Skeet O'Connell-basketball.
things can only be described and
for $20. Address inquiries to
entrance, one finds the offices be- vice-president; John Lorence, secreRoss Hart--track
cnven
a
significance;
they
can
neithL
Johnson, ·5816 N Missouri Avenue
tary;
Bunny
Smith,
treasurer.
.,,.
longing to the health and women's
Sam Mallicoat-fun.
er be admired nor despised. The man
Portland, Oregon
physical education instructors. In
Friday, May 15 at 8:00 P. M. the Lincoln, together with artillery, amthe southeast corner is a large children who have been attending munition, cotton-a combination of
"
Bible school classes presented a pro- great forces-won the Civil War. But
gram in the Monmouth training that is not the Lincoln whom we
'With malice toward none; with
"FIX IT" SHOE SHOP school. Miss Finley was in charge. love,
charity for all' ana tne spirit of the
May 29 will be the last day that man shines gloriously, wholly apart
Shoe Repairing
hot lunches will be served in the
from any field of action. That is the
training school. An average of 100 Lincoln whom we love. Man is asses- I
(Next Door to Bakery)
children a day have had either a sect in terms of_ his_ motives and_ purbowl of soup or a cup of cocoa durI poses, his aspirations and his paing the school year. The lunches are tience, his courage and his love.
conducted by N.Y.A. girls under the
"So the 'better civilization' consupervision of Miss Laura J. Taylor. I
t f
cerns itself with the developmen o
";r'HE STUDENTS' STORE"
Th{' materials used are donated by the spirit of man. The members of
parents and members of the com- Phi Beta Sigma are committed, not
We carry a Fine Line munity.
only to the spiritual development of
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Thursday, May 14 the third grade - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
presented ~- program entitled "A
Trip to Japan." A social study unit J
on the making of silk led the childand Fresh Vegetables ren
Expert Sanitary Service
to a further study of Japan, and
so they decided to give a play with
material they had learned. The scen- Is Our Best Advertising
ery for act two was made by Miss
C. C. Mulkey's Grocery Hill's are clrss and the scenery in
the boat scene in act one was made Monmouth Barber Shop
1 in Miss Abraham·s social study class
(Across From Telephone Officei
1 The mt.:sic in the program was directed by Miss Grace Maurie Mitr
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - chell, critic teacher.
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~
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Games
m:m":,::,:ki:,:.~1!~;1:~~.!",.; Tearns Chosen
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Baseball Team
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stay on the road or highway. Don't
go ambling off intb the woods pickBy
swamping
the
Dorm
B
baseball
ing
lambs' tongues or wild orchids. I Class teams for women's baseball
O'Connell Rates High in By Ken Stuart and Don Hunt
tea m by a score of 32 to 2, the In- Poison oak is plentiful and we don't were selected Tuesday evening, May
Batting Competition
dependents won the women's inter- want any more in the infirmary.
19, by Mrs. Grant and Mrs. BlackWith Mates
After losing three straight games, h ouse league championship. The
• • • • •
erby, physical education instructthe Wolves have come back to slug gam e was played May 7 on Butler
There has been a great display of ors, and representatives of the
The Wolves' baseball team has di- out victories over Oregon State, field. The consolation series was different colored and patterned junior and senior classes. The teams
Linfield and two from Mt. Angel. won by the Goops.
trunks on the tennis courts. The selected are as follows:
vided its games so far this year. They How.e ver they lost to the peni·tenS emor
·
I : Nancy B arnum, I rene
Upon comp1et·ion of th e h ouse oddest pair that has been noticed
have won four games and lost four.
tiary team 8 to games, class teams began their I are those of Hanovers. It was re- Avison, Geraldine Avison, Jean
They were defeated by Oregon twice, I
(>.;
With c~n- practices. After four practices, the ported that she looked as if she had Richmond, Evelyn Scott, Edora
won one and lost one with Oregon
tmued sluggmg teams will be selected by Mrs. Grant sat in a pan of white flour.
Voss, Ruth Beasley, Alice Johnson,
State, defeated Linfield, took two
•
•
and consistent and Mrs. Blackerby, physical educa• • • • •
Frances Leffler and Margaret Turnpitching1, the tion instructors, Evelyn Scott, and
All of the girls wish to thank the bull, with Carmen Gueffroy and
games from Mt. Angel, and were de'
\
rest of the s~a- J ean Richmond and Louise Bolan- physical education department for Lucy Quigley as substitutes.
feated by the State Penitentiary
son should see der, represtatives of the senior and the new indoors. They are grand to
Senior II: Betty Hays, Claudia
team. Games with Portland univer- ~
· .,....-.>il
~)
"Jr
b a 11 junior classes, respectively.
,,
some
more
play
with.
Alexander,
Arlene Peoples, Jerrine
sity have been postponed several I
·
games stowed
Some of the outstanding players
• • • • •
Ballagh, Iris Hankins, Frances
times because of rain.
-,
·
th e on the house teams were : Mary
away in
Les Chase makes a good girl when Greenlee, Mary Parks, Lavon Sayrs,
The Wolves defeated Linfield with Wolves' larder.
P arks, Marion stow, Irene and Ger- it comes to playing baseball. That's Violet Van Lydegraph, and Margarlittle trouble at Linfl~ld, Apdil 28 by
~--11"aldine Avison, Eldora Voss, Frances all right, Les, come out and umpire et Miller, with Roberta Moore, Lury
a score of 12 to 6. Lyda pitched his
Perhaps it would be well to intro- Leffler, Louise Petrasso, Rose Tolo- for us any time.
Shiogi, and Edith Merz, substitutes.
second victory of the season.
duce some of the players to you so nen, Glendolene Vinyard, and Lucy
• • • • •
Junior I: Louise Bolander, Olivia
In the ~wo games with M~. Ang~l, 1 can identify them in the game with Quigley.
The folk dancing class, working Speas!, Mary Whalen, Eloise Ebbert,
LaMear pitched a 12 to 1 victory. m I wi·11amette uni·versi·ty thi·s afternoon.
·
for W.A.A. points, has been reported D oroth Y W a tki ns, M yrtl e P et ne,
tho first and Lyda brought them mto I That fiiery little fellow protecting SPIKES AND ARROWS to be coming along fine. Learn those Glen Vinyard, Mildred Rinehart,
camp by the tune of 13 to 5 in the second base pay-dirt is none othe.r
By Don Hunt
dances well, girls, "Toppy" and Violanda Donofrio, and Dorothv
second game.
than tha t slug<ring
Jack Coleman.
0 •
Archery and track have been n eg- Blackerby have promised to be quite Murphy , w1·th Ned ra Y oung, sub st·iThe player's familiarity with their I He hails from st. Paul, and is a
t
tute
lected on the sports page for some critical in t he tes ing.
·
• • * * •
Junior II: Mary Rodda, Valoris
grounds and the fact that they do I transfer from U. of O. His baseball
d t " th · l
fte
tim e but "Spikes a nd Arrows" will
t "
O
no gra ua e
eir Payers as
n I experience has been wit h such
Frank Adams seems t o be enJ·oy- Cren shaw, Helen Rumbaugh, Anna
oNs d
b bl th
t ry to give to a rch er y wh at "Wolf
as
· · · oes, were pro a Y
e /' teams as the Salem Senators and
ing th ese five -mile hikes t h at some Mutti, Blanche Vesley, and Ruth
f
th
·t t"
t
Howls" has given t o other sports.
re~sons or
e pem en iary earn I Hop Golds of Portland. He inherits
of the girls are t aking. What is the Armstrong.
8
bemg able to defeat the Wolves
his love of baseball from his father,
To begin with, let's see who holds attraction. F rank? w e are wonder-------to 4.
an ardent fan and one-tim e player. t h e tr ack and fi eld r ecords for O.N. ing if you are also tr ying to earn Intramural Teams Play
The standings :
AB H
Ave.
Another outstanding player is IS. Ross Hart seems t o be t h e all- points so that you m ay becom e a
With a barrage of base knocks,
O'Connell . ... ... ... 20 10
.500 Lenore Lyda of
t ime star . His records a t O.N.S. a r e: me mber of t h e order of the "O."
assisted by several errors, Bruce
Cody . ... ... .. ....... .......... 4
2
.500 Forest Grove.
~
100 yd. dash, 9.9 seconds, 1935.
• • • • •
Eckma n 's intramural softball team
Coleman .............. ....... 31 15 .484 His batting
~ ,,,,~
220 yd., 22.2 seconds, 1934.
Faculty, students a nd alumni, use scored eight runs in a hectic seventh
Lyda
.............. 28 13 .464 ' ,:>ower has been
-·'~:;::::'
High hurdles, 15.9 seconds, 1935. the coppers and silver you have been inning to defeat Les Chase's squad
Kirsch .......................... 14
5
.357 so valuable to
High jump, 6 ft, 2 1-4 in., 1936.
J sa ving, at the riotous carnival that 14 to 7, April 30. Chase's team led
Dunn .............................. 12
4
.333 the team that
Broad jump, 23 ft. 8 inches, 1936. will whirl you into a land of colorful 7 to 6 going into the seventh canto.
Sperling ····-· . ........... 23
7 .304 he has played
In 1935 Roy Long established the character.
This was the first game of the
Younce .
21
6
.286 j in the outer
I record for the 440 yd. by running it
• • • • •
newly organized four team league.
Baxter ............................ 7
2
.286 pastUD'es when
in 53 seconds. In 1931 Watkins ran
Every W.A.A. and Order of "O"
MEN'S TENNIS TEAl\-1 LOSES
G. Kelsay .................... 23
6
.261 not zooming them over from the the 880 in 2 :08 minutes, and Slaw- . girl be ready to work a nd cooperate
Hastings ... .. ....... ...... 27
7
.259 ' mound.
He played with Carlton son ran the mile in 4:47 minutes in so as to make our annual spring
(Continued From Page One)
Johnson .......................... 4
1
.250 1 last year.
1929. The two-mile record was set in I picnic the greatest ever. Remember
W. Kelsay .................... 24
5
.227 J Another of our fin~ pitchers 11931 by Mulvahill who ran it in 10 :32., to keep May 28 open for this event. Reed college and the U. of o. Frosh.
La Mear ..................... 13
2
.154 comes from Portland-Cllff LaMear. Borden set the low hurdle record in
• * • • •
Scores of these matches are: Uni. , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . : Cliff is playing his second year here , 1935 by making it in 26.4 seconds. 1 No, girls, you don't get extra versity of Oregon, 710, 5-2 ; Linfield,
and pitched a fine game against Mt. The 880 yard relay record was set points for running when you go out 4-3, 7-0; Reed college, 7-0, 5-2; u.
I Angel recently. He has also playea by Jackson. Ralph Long, Bush and hor hiking. We all know that it of o. Frosh, 4-3.
Come m and See
for Oswego.
Senn in 19:;9; time, 1 :35 minutes. I takes more "wim, wigor and witality"
Jack Butterworth, Paul Carey.
Spurling, our new shortstop, hails Little vaulted 12 feet and 3-8 inch ' and maybe some day they will grant Noble Dutton, Arne Jensen, Herbert
from Portland in 1932. Wedin heaved the shot 41 II us more points for it.
Moreland, and Magnus Syverson
Our New Line of
.·
too, and has , feet 7 inches in 1932. The javelin .
compose· the Oregon Normal team.
played with Hop 1\ was tossed 168 feet 7 inches by Ystad 1 14 W.A.A. ~embers
GRADUATION GIFTS
Gold and Van- in 1935 and Cannon threw the discus
To Receive Sweaters
couver Plywood. 124 feet 11 inches in 1932.
-----.
.
I
Fourteen women are bemg conHe received the J It is interesting to note that the .
.
.
For Fresh, Choice
,
. s1dered to receive sweaters which
.
mckname Slug- greater number of records have been 1
THE VOGUE
,
.
I
are awarded at the close of each
ger durmg the made in the last four years. From '
VEGETABLES
Mt An I
I year to women who have earned 500
-ge
game
this
fact
one
may
conclude
that
.
t
ct·
t
WA
A
1
<.:::.. "' --;m,r,b .
k.
t
pom s accor mg o
. . . regu aSee
y . crac mg ou track is on the up grade at O.N.S.
i tions Of th 14 10 will re ei e the
two homers m succession.
-I
·
e ,
c v
College players have greatly bolMay 2, the track team won the sweater awards.
I stered the semi-pro teams of our \ meet held at O.N.S. from Salem Y.1 Points have been earned by parBooks
Stationery
state during recent years; and these M.C.A. and Albany college. The score\ ticipating i~ baseball, voliley~ll,
summer games have proved inv 3 lu- , was O.N.S. 84.5, Albany college 12.5. bask~tball. llfe-savmg, folk da ncmg,
.
.
Notions I abb experience for varsity compe- and S:c, lem Y.M.C.A. 10. Ross Hart , and tennis..
titian, as well as good physical re- 1was high point man with 18 points.
Those bemg cons1~ered to receive
YOU WILL FIND WHAT YOU creation.
Bus Long was second with 13, Samp- sweaters are Jean Richmond, Lavon
NEED AT
son was third with 11, and Dashiell Sayrs, Margaret Turnbull, Eldora
was fourth with 10. Byrd Markin T. ' Voss, Lucy Quigley, Arlene Peoples,
GIFTS
Tenms ·has suffered a great set'
·
.
Walberg
Raikko and Russell were Evelyn Scott, Allee Johnson, Car.
Normal Book Store
back from the weather this year· 1
'
'
I men Gueffroy, Frances Greenlee,
.
.
.
.
.
others that aided the o.N.S. score.
P. II. JOHNSON
For
~be varsity team 18 1:3'Pidly im-I Ruth Beasley, Nancy Barnum, Irene
11 but
proymg and expects to wm the ma-\ If you go out in the grove on clear , Avis')n and Geraldine Avison.
jority of their remaining matches. , days or to the archery courts in the - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - GRADUATION
Present rankings of members of the basement on rainy days, you'll see
May 13 the O.N.S. women's archteam are: Jack Butterworth, Noble some of A. c. stanbrough's sharp- I ery team defeated the Linfield col-,
Dutton, Arne Jensen, Herbert More- shooters sinking arrows in the bull's- ' lege girls in a tournament held at 1
And
land, and Magnus Syverson.
eye. Mrs. Claire Partlow who brought : Monmouth. In spite of the fact that J
B. F. BUTLER
~--11a national championship title to
O.N.S. was without the aid of Glen
GREETING CARDS
DENTIST
We almost forgot to mention that N.S. in 1932 and Glendolene Vinyard I Vinyard, the team had litle trouble i
O.N.S. is taking on more aspects of are the nucleus of the women's ; in defeating their opponents.
large colleges. Coach Cox has asked team that will be hard to bear. Ed
A 'mail order' tournament is being
for aspirants to turn out for spring Seahorn, Bob Clark, Gordon Eb- 1 held this week with the University
133 South Warren St. football practice. The fellows should bert, and Don Hunt are shooting of Washington. The Oregon Normal
benefit from this training, since they quite regularly and give promise of I team defeated the U. of O. team in
have such a short time to organize holding the name of Oregon Normal I a simil::u· meet last fall and are givin the fall. ·
up in archery this year.
Jen an even chance with the U. of W.
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